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All the Windows computers as time passes become slower gradually. The reason might be any. A
slow computer can be caused mainly due to poor hardware, insufficient memory or RAM, corrupt
OS, corrupt windows registry, the most dangerous computer viruses and other malicious programs.
There could be many other causes of a slow computer problem; however we need to diagnose the
proper and root cause of the issue.

Some of the most important of dominating factors are as follows.

Computer virus

Computer virus can cause many issues in your computer such as it can disable all the services and
process in the system which can result in the slow computer problem. For removing a virus from
your computer you should use an updated and a reliable antivirus program. Though you may also
use some good anti spyware as well; such as Malwarebytes.

Low memory

Memory is one of the most important aspect or components of any computer system. If there is no
sufficient memory we cannot expect a computer will be working at its best. So you need to make
sure that if you have the ample memory inside your computer or not.

Poor or broken hardware

The hardware is the physical structure of the computer system. We run all the system and
application software in it. If there is any issue with any of the attached hardware part it will affect the
overall performance of your computer. Thus we should install the proper set of hardware so that the
computer does not face any hardware related issues and it wonâ€™t affect the speed and performance.
In absence of proper hardware a slow computer is an inevitable thing to happen.

Corrupt windows registry

Registry is the central database of any Windows system. It stores all the configuration settings and
options for all the hardware and software that have been installed in the computer. The registry may
be corrupt by any means such as when you install/uninstall any application from your computer or a
virus can corrupt your windows registry. This corrupt and bloated registry can create issues such as
slow computer, freezing and many more. The best option to avoid the problem is to use a reliable
windows registry repair tool. The windows registry repair utility is capable to correct the damaged
registry.

Corrupt OS and corrupt device driver set

The corrupt operating systemâ€™s files and incompatible and corrupt drivers can cause the slow PC
issue in your computer. These are important assists and parts of any OS and if they get corrupt they
can create many system and performance related issues. You can repair your corrupt OS with
windows built in PC repair utility. Msconfig is one of the same.

Reduce windows some visual effects and increase the virtual memory
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Windows is a rich OS for the visual effects. If you reduce some visual effects in your windows it will
add some system resources to the processing speed and the system performs better. Also
increasing virtual memory means to add some extra memory to RAM when processing some huge
applications. Thus it helps to load the applications especially the heavy programs.

If you are still facing the issue after ensuring all the aforementioned points this means you need to
think to reinstall the windows.
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Hennary Joe - About Author:
PC Doctor is a a registry cleaner  program which cleans and fixes all the PC related issues instantly.
It is the best a  pc repair  utility which has been designed in the latest state of art technology.
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